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Abstract: Extinction risk is increasing for a range of species due to a variety of threats, including
disease. Emerging infectious diseases can cause severe declines in wild animal populations, increasing
population fragmentation and reducing gene flow. Small, isolated, host populations may lose
adaptive potential and become more susceptible to extinction due to other threats. Management of
the genetic consequences of disease-induced population decline is often necessary. Whilst disease
threats need to be addressed, they can be difficult to mitigate. Actions implemented to conserve
the Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii), which has suffered decline to the deadly devil facial
tumour disease (DFTD), exemplify how genetic management can be used to reduce extinction risk
in populations threatened by disease. Supplementation is an emerging conservation technique
that may benefit populations threatened by disease by enabling gene flow and conserving their
adaptive potential through genetic restoration. Other candidate species may benefit from genetic
management via supplementation but concerns regarding outbreeding depression may prevent
widespread incorporation of this technique into wildlife disease management. However, existing
knowledge can be used to identify populations that would benefit from supplementation where risk
of outbreeding depression is low. For populations threatened by disease and, in situations where
disease eradication is not an option, wildlife managers should consider genetic management to buffer
the host species against inbreeding and loss of genetic diversity.
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1. Introduction
Species extinction is a serious and pressing environmental challenge [1]. Loss of
biodiversity disrupts ecosystem functioning, damages ecosystem services, and impacts
human wellbeing [2,3]. Along with habitat fragmentation, small population sizes, invasive
species, and climate change, emerging infectious diseases (hereafter diseases) contribute to
species’ decline [4,5]. Whilst there are no known instances of species extinction solely due
to disease, black-footed ferrets (Mustela nigripes), Polynesian tree snails (Partula nodosa),
Hawaiian honeycreepers (Carduelinae), African lions (Panthera leo), and American chestnuts
(Castanea dentata) are some of the species that have experienced population crashes due
to disease [6,7]. By decreasing the size of host populations, disease outbreaks can reduce
their fitness and adaptability, predisposing them to extinction from other threats [4,5,8].
The reduced viability of disease-affected populations occurs because small populations are
susceptible to inbreeding and genetic drift, which can result in increased homozygosity,
fixation of deleterious alleles, and loss of genetic diversity [9–12]. Fragmented habitats can
further exacerbate the impact of disease by reducing the movement of individuals between
populations [13]. Whilst disease is a known threatening process that contributes to the
endangerment and extinction of species [4,5], it can be difficult to mitigate.
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Current efforts to reduce the impact of diseases are generally focused on direct interventions, such as vaccines and/or host treatments [14]. Human intervention using
these management practices can be successful in preserving populations affected by disease [5,14]. For example, the Arctic fox (Vulpes lagopus) variant of rabies was eradicated
in eastern Ontario, Canada, following delivery of an oral rabies vaccine [15]. In contrast,
some diseases are difficult to eradicate [16]. It is currently not possible to eliminate the
devastating amphibian pathogen, chytrid fungus (Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis), due to
environmental reservoirs and multiple host species sustaining the pathogen within the
environment [17]. As a result, current management practices may limit the impact of a
disease, but not eradicate it. Therefore, what should happen when it is not possible to
directly reduce the prevalence and impact of a disease? Host populations may recover
if a treatment is developed or pathogen–host coevolution occurs [18,19]. However, until
some degree of pathogen immunity emerges, whether naturally or via human intervention
such as a vaccine, many populations that are suffering significant disease outbreaks remain
vulnerable and at low densities. Repopulating an area with disease-free individuals following disease-induced local population extinction has been successful in some instances [20].
However, this method is often unrealistic because it is dependent on the existence of a
healthy source population. We suggest that, when pathogen eradication is not a viable
management strategy, an alternative to preventing population extinctions is to genetically
manage host populations until the disease can be more effectively controlled.
2. The Tasmanian Devil
2.1. Devil Facial Tumour Disease (DFTD)
Most infectious diseases are caused by pathogens, an organism capable of being
transmitted from host-to-host where it causes disease. However, disease threats come in
many forms. Tasmanian devils (Sarcophilus harrisii) are an example of a species that has
suffered widespread decline following the outbreak of a disease. Endemic to the island
state of Tasmania, devils are the world’s largest surviving carnivorous marsupial. They
are threatened by devil facial tumour disease (DFTD), which is a transmissible cancer,
where the cancer cell line is the infectious agent and is passed as an allograft between
individuals [21]. DFTD is characterised by large, ulcerating facial tumours [22], and is
nearly always fatal [23,24]. Since DFTD was first detected in the mid-1990s, devil numbers
have declined by 80 percent in the wild [25]. Precocial breeding by one-year-old females
appears to be maintaining devil populations, despite the presence of DFTD [25,26]. However, contemporary modelling has shown that many of these populations are susceptible
to small population pressures, including inbreeding [27], making them less adaptable and
more vulnerable to other threatening processes. Tasmanian devils are listed as endangered
both internationally on the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red
List [28], and nationally under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999, and require management to mitigate the threat of DFTD and to maintain the
species in the landscape. Although immunisation trails have successfully induced an
anti-DFTD antibody response in disease-free devils [29], research into a vaccine against
DFTD is ongoing. As such, it is currently not possible to directly alleviate the negative
impact DFTD has on devil populations in the wild.
2.2. Genetic Managment
The Save the Tasmanian Devil Program (STDP) is the official government response to
DFTD. Established in 2003, one of its aims is to maintain devils and their ecological function
in the wild. In the absence of effective treatments or vaccines for DFTD, the decision was
made to manage devil populations in the presence of disease, rather than the disease itself
as per general disease management strategies [30]. The remnant devil populations are
fragmented, with most showing low connectivity [27,31], low genetic diversity [32] and
population decline [25]; therefore, they are considered a candidate for genetic management.
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Translocations involve the human-mediated movement of individuals from one location to another, with the aim of supplying a population-level or species-level benefit [33].
Supplementation is a specific type of translocation where individuals are released into an
existing population of conspecifics [33]. Supplementation offers a potential mechanism to
artificially implement gene flow into disease populations and reverse the negative genetic
changes that have occurred due to low population densities [34–38]. Introducing novel
alleles via supplementation can improve allelic richness and increase genetic diversity,
boosting the adaptability of the population and preventing deleterious alleles from becoming fixed [34,37,39–43]. Supplementation may also increase the number of individuals in
the recipient population, buffering it against genetic drift and stochastic events [44,45].
Some have argued that the persistence of a few small, isolated populations in the absence
of gene flow is evidence against the need for supplementing some populations with low
genetic diversity [46,47]. However, these arguments are not supported by substantial empirical evidence and may be damaging to future conservation efforts [48]. Supplementation
may be particularly beneficial for populations threatened by disease, because of gene flow
into a host population, providing additional host alleles upon which selection can act [49].
The STDP established the Wild Devil Recovery Project in 2015 to investigate the use of
supplementations to genetically manage declining wild devil populations [30]. Modelling
has predicted that ongoing supplementation of DFTD-affected wild devil populations will
prevent the loss of neutral rare alleles from the population, and increase the probability
of population persistence over 50 years [27]. To date, six separate supplementations of
four DFTD-affected wild devil populations have occurred, using devils sourced from a
disease-free insurance metapopulation [50]. If available, genetic data should be used to
select individuals for translocation to minimize inbreeding and maximize diversity [12].
Most devils in the insurance metapopulation have tissue samples taken which undergo
reduced representation sequencing. These genetic data have been used to select devils
for release; devils that best complement the wild sites by introducing novel alleles into
the supplemented population [50]. Currently, the STDP and the University of Sydney are
undertaking a large research study to investigate the impacts of these supplementations on
population fitness and the prevalence of DFTD, with preliminary data showing positive
signs [30]. Part of this research project includes measuring immune gene diversity, such
as diversity at major histocompatibility complex (MHC) loci, in admixed devils following
supplementation. Diversity at immune genes is important, because low MHC diversity in
Tasmanian devils is believed to have contributed to the emergence and rapid transmission
of DFTD [51].
Whilst the supplementations performed by the STDP aim to increase overall genetic
variation, Kelly and Phillips (2015) suggest using a more aggressive approach, called
targeted gene flow. Targeted gene flow introduces resistant alleles into a population by
translocating individuals with beneficial adaptations. This technique has not been adopted
into devil conservation efforts primarily because: (1) it is a relatively new concept with some
aspects still speculative [52]; (2) investigations into genomic regions associated with DFTD
resistance are still under investigation [53]; and (3) there are concerns that translocating
individuals selected specifically for disease resistance may increase adaptability towards
the disease but reduce future adaptive potential.
2.3. Benefits of Supplementing Populations
Performing supplementations to genetically manage populations threatened by disease is an emerging concept. Currently, there is little direct evidence regarding the ability of
supplementations to reduce the extinction risk of diseased populations. Supplementation
to preserve non-disease threatened populations [34,40–42] may provide some insight into
the potential benefits of supplementing DFTD-affected devil populations.
The mountain pygmy-possum (Barramys parvus) is a prominent example of a threatened species, without specific known disease threats, which has benefitted from supplementation. The mountain pygmy-possum is a small, Australian marsupial, located
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within three, genetically distinct populations that have limited gene flow [42]. The Mount
Buller population was under serious threat of extinction due to habitat clearing, which had
reduced the size, genetic diversity, and fecundity of the population. To improve the demographic and genetic integrity of this population, it was supplemented with a small number
of males (n = 11) sourced from one of the two other remaining populations, between
2011 and 2014 [44]. Following supplementation, the population exhibited a 68 percent
growth in population size, increased genetic diversity, and integration of novel alleles into
the gene pool over a five-year period [42]. There was evidence of hybrid fitness, seen in
admixed individuals being larger and producing more offspring [42]. The response of
the population to supplementation demonstrated that supplementation provided distinct
genetic benefits to the Mount Buller population, as well as boosting population fitness and
demographic parameters.
The response observed in the mountain pygmy-possum is indicative of genetic rescue—
an increase in population fitness (growth) of a population which is suffering inbreeding
depression owing to the immigration of new alleles [43]. Genetic rescue occurred, partially due
to the supplementation being performed in conjunction with efforts to restore the possum’s
degraded habitat [42]. These actions align with IUCN guidelines that, when performing
supplementations, the threat that caused the population’s decline should be minimized [33].
However, a key point of comparison between supplementing disease and non-diseaseaffected populations is that, whilst many threats to populations can at least be partially
addressed, as noted above, disease threats can be difficult to mitigate. As such, population
growth in diseased populations following supplementation is likely to be slower, resulting
in genetic restoration. Genetic restoration is an increase in genetic variation and relative,
but not absolute, fitness owing to the immigration of new alleles [43]. Whilst genetic
restoration does not necessarily produce the same demographic recovery achieved by
genetic rescue, it nevertheless boosts the diversity of the population and helps ensure its
future adaptive potential. Measuring genetic change in a population following supplementation (e.g., inbreeding, and neutral and functional diversity) is a useful measure of
supplementation success in populations threatened by disease.
For Tasmanian devils, this means that supplementing populations under the Wild
Devil Recovery Project may not lead to significant demographic recovery due to the
ongoing presence of disease, but may lead to genetic benefits for populations which are
showing signs of increasing inbreeding [27]. At this time, it is undetermined if these
supplementations will benefit or hinder the species’ ability to co-evolve with the disease.
Although evidence of a selective response in devils to DFTD has been inconsistent [53,54],
the suggestion of possible evolutionary change in devil populations exposed to DFTD [53]
has prompted concern that sourcing the released devils from the DFTD-free insurance
population will be counter-productive for the evolution of host resistance to the disease [55].
It should be noted, however, that the insurance metapopulation has been acquiring orphan
devils from diseased populations since 2009 [56,57], so much post-DFTD wild diversity is
likely to be represented in the insurance metapopulation.
3. Extending Principles Adopted in Tasmanian Devil Conservation Efforts to Other
Populations Suffering from Disease
3.1. Genetic Management of Disease-Affected Populations
Tasmanian devils are one of the few species primarily suffering from decline due
to disease that have genetic management via supplementation incorporated into their
conservation program. It is unfortunate that the genetic management of disease-threatened
populations has not been more widely accepted, because other species impacted by disease could benefit from supplementation. For example, mountain yellow-legged frogs
(Rana muscosa) have declined, in part, due to chytrid fungus [58]. They are currently listed
as endangered by the IUCN [59]. There are nine small populations of frogs, persisting
in southern California, U.S.A., that require management to avoid extinction [60]. These
populations are structured and possess low within-population variation, indicating that
the populations are genetically isolated [61]. Currently, there is no evidence of inbreed-
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ing within these populations [61]; however, given that gene flow between populations
is limited, it may emerge. Implementing strategies, similar to those adopted in devil
conservation efforts, could avoid loss of alleles due to genetic drift and inbreeding. Captive
frogs involved in San Diego Zoo’s successful breeding program [61] could potentially
be an appropriate source of individuals for supplementation. Augmenting gene flow
may reduce extinction risk in the mountain yellow-legged frog, and other species subject
to significant disease-induced population decline, by maintaining genetic diversity and
providing alternate alleles upon which selection can act.
3.2. Fear of Failure
There is a hesitancy to accept supplementation as a conservation strategy even in
non-diseased populations [12]. From a genetic perspective, a primary perceived risk associated with supplementation is outbreeding depression [12]. Outbreeding depression
occurs when the mixing of two genetically distinct populations leads to reduced fitness
in hybrid offspring, due to the disruption of co-adapted gene complexes [9,43]. However,
outbreeding depression is rare [62], and mainly seen when the mixed populations are
highly divergent or show high genetic structure [12,62]. An example is the Tanta Mountain
ibex (Capra ibex ibex), where a population was supplemented with individuals sourced
from two related subspecies. Hybrids of the incumbent and introduced ibex showed
altered reproductive habits that led to offspring death and population extinction [63]. To
combat this, a decision-making framework has been developed to predict the likelihood
of outbreeding depression occurring [64]. The outcome of mixing populations cannot be
definitively known until post-supplementation, and therefore there is no guarantee that a
supplementation will not have negative impacts. However, existing knowledge surrounding the probability of outbreeding depression [12,62,64] and the characteristics of a suitable
source population [9,35] allows for better selection of candidates for supplementation.
Coupled with the ever-increasing global production of wildlife genomes and modelling
methods, we are in a better position than ever to predict the impacts of supplementation
on threatened populations, both with and without disease.
Outbreeding depression is not the only risk that needs to be considered when making
the decision about whether to supplement disease-threatened populations. Other concerns include the loss of local adaptations, loss of species purity due to mixing of gene
pools, genetic replacement, and disease spread [12,44]. In situations where the disease
threat is difficult to mitigate, conservation managers may be hesitant to release healthy
individuals into the wild where they may be exposed to the disease, especially if the size
of the disease-free source population is small. As conducted with the Tasmanian devil,
modelling and simulations, such as population viability analyses, which incorporate the
demographic effects of disease, can be useful to weigh risks and options when considering
supplementation [27]. In addition, wildlife disease risk analyses offer a structured method
to identify, prevent, and mitigate disease risks associated with supplementation prior
to implementation [65].
A well-intentioned fear of doing harm may prevent supplementation being used to genetically manage populations threatened by disease. However, a decision to not implement
genetic management, or other conservation actions, is still an active conservation action
with its own ramifications [12,17,36,42]. For example, the decision was made to preserve
the taxonomic integrity of the dusky seaside sparrow (Ammodramus maritimus nigrescens)
rather than outcross the remaining individuals to a closely related subspecies [66]. This
decision resulted in a detrimental outcome: the species became extinct, and the unique
diversity that otherwise might have been preserved was lost. This does not necessarily
mean that this outcrossing event would have prevented the extinction of the dusky seaside
sparrow, but we shall never know. Instead, this example encourages us to recognize that
species have become extinct after active decisions not to intervene were made.
There will always be some degree of risk associated with implementing a management
strategy. However, if supplementation is done to serve a conservation purpose in response
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to genetic isolation, inbreeding, and low genetic diversity, the rewards will often outweigh
the risks, especially when facing the ultimate risk of species extinction. For a diseased
population that is declining, the fear of failure needs to be weighed against the potential
consequences of inbreeding, loss of genetic diversity, and decline in adaptive potential if
the decision to not supplement the population is made.
4. Conclusions
There are a range of threatened species, and subsequently a range of management
actions to ensure their persistence. For many species suffering infectious diseases, conservation management actions are further complicated by the disease. Here, we suggest that
genetically managing disease-affected populations may assist in reducing their extinction
risk when the disease threat cannot be easily mitigated. This is not a definitive solution but
may buy the species time to co-evolve with their disease. As has been implemented with
the Tasmanian devil, supplementation may lead to genetic restoration of these diseasethreatened populations, alleviating loss of genetic diversity and maintaining their adaptive
potential. Although it is possible that not all populations are suitable for this type of
genetic management [64], these populations can generally be identified by preliminary
screening [12]. In addition, the primary genetic risk of outbreeding depression is rare,
usually manageable, and often less threatening than the extinction risk these populations
face in the absence of augmented gene flow [12]. Future supplementations should be
performed in conjunction with long-term monitoring to expand the existing knowledge of
genetic rescue/restoration activities and gather empirical evidence of its success in diseased
populations. Rather than delaying action due to a fear of provoking harmful consequences,
genetic management should be recognized as a potentially beneficial conservation technique, allowing for the development of more effective management practices where action
rather than inaction is favoured.
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